OPENING DAY 2012 EVALUATIONS – WORKSHOP REQUESTS

List any workshops you would like to see repeated during the year or suggest other topics:
- Training room too small in library 200. Could not attend tech info
- Improving CTE Learning Outcomes; when students are in crisis
- 1) Personal experiences teachers of other teachers 2) Exchange of syllabus with others 3) Policies of other instructors [Joan Koplow]
- CTE Rx for Success, creating clear pathways for student success; workshops during the semester.
- LAVC Tech Update (2) – smaller groups to make info flow easier and allow folks to ask questions easily
- Lectures: Creative Ideas and Best Practices
- Student Learning Outcome Assessment workshops; application of SLOs
- Emergency Response in the Classroom!!! (4) Emergency prep for all who missed it.
- More on retirement & finance.
- More on pedagogy & teaching & learning styles.
- Showcase on Technology by LAVC faculty P.S. Thank you for planning today for us.
- A tour and usage of the New Library
- Dealing with non-English speakers. Excellent -- repeat every year. (2)
- MyLAVC Portal (4)
- Classroom Management, student discipline
- Retirement planning (2)
- 1) Encouraging students during the economic depression 2) Have policy on cell phones & iPads with consequences for all classes
- Career pathways, CTE/Accreditation
- Every workshop I attended was so relevant and dealt with really important issues that faculty deal with; they could all be repeated.
- Copyright & other legal issues (2), more technology & applications; Copyright! – not enough time.
- Update and instruction of LAVC web based
- New instructors and so many updates it is hard to know what is on it
- Panel of instructors who’ve been here 25+ years, tips of faculty success
- PASS initiative
- More opportunities to meet colleagues and have dialogue about pedagogy
- Annie Goldman -- union issues
- Using LACCD Faculty Roster access
- Annie Reed (“Faculty Under Pressure” and “Classroom Management and Discipline Boot Camp”)